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Telecom industry business operation support system from the business operation 
to now, according to the grading construction goal programming, after prophase 
project rolling construction, although has realized the support system centralized 
management, the centralized maintenance, but in support of the performance of the 
system, structure,  function and so on the aspects to have obvious defects.  At present 
the support system of the production and marketing in quality management is not 
standard, accepts the operation interface and easy to complex problems, system data 
model has lag in the telecommunication industry model specifications, and billing 
accounting system data model difference, which leads to its interface between 
agreements is too complex, interface ChanGuo much wrong. At the same time also 
lead to support system order information and charging difference is very big, a line 
staff explains difficulties, influence customer perception. Support system of these 
problems directly affects and restricts the telecom business effective and rapid 
development;  to  support  the  overall  system  reform  is  imminent.  Visible,  how  to  
maintain a close contact with customers, improve customer satisfaction, loyalty, 
rapidly to the requirements of customers to make timely response, provide the most 
comprehensive customer service support; How to use new information processing 
technology, make the business personnel can easily understand customer in time and 
background information; How to use the advanced analysis tools, understand the 
market demand, competition situation, the customer marketing, service management 
systematization, specialization and strategy change, to the customer specific 
requirements to provide personalized, high quality pre-sale, sale and after-sale service, 
etc., have become the focus of the telecommunication enterprise further development, 
and all these can take the customer as the center through the implementation of CRM 
system to solve. 
The detailed description of the telecommunications industry, the concept of the 
CRM system, the function of the system structure and system architecture, technical 
architecture. At the same time, the system functions, overall design, system 














-    
system can solve the most prominent of the telecommunications industry, the business 
process is simple and smooth, a clearer division of responsibilities, staff operation is 
simple and convenient. Business launch rapid response service processing capability 
is more powerful, richer and simple service access and channel access. Sales 
management, marketing resources, resource optimization and system control 
capabilities whole stronger, smoother process. Telecom industry CRM system 
provides a more flexible system architecture, more advanced technical architecture, 
business support system more reasonable, clearer interface. Therefore, in leapfrog 
development projects in the telecommunications industry to start the implementation 
of the information technology, the telecommunications industry, the construction of 
the CRM system is particularly important. 
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